CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG
HISTORIC REVIEW BOARD

TUESDAY, JUNE 11, 2019
5:30 P.M.
LAW ENFORCEMENT CENTER~1601 E MAIN ST

Sharon Joseph, Chair
Larry Jackson, Vice Chair
David Bullion, Member
Karen Oestreich, Member
Eric Parker, Member

Mike Penick, Member
Jerry Sample, Member
Jessica Davis, Alternate
Richard Laughlin, Alternate
Brad Bertrand, Alternate

The City of Fredericksburg Historic Review Board will meet in a regular session on June 11, 2019, at 5:30 p.m. in
the Law Enforcement Center, 1601 E Main St, Fredericksburg, Texas. This is an open meeting, open to the public,
subject to the Open Meetings Law of the State of Texas, and as required by law, notice is hereby posted on June 7,
2019, before 5:00 p.m., providing time, place, date and agenda thereof. The meeting facility is wheelchair accessible
and accessible parking spaces are provided. Requests for accommodations or interpretative services must be made
to the City Secretary 48 hours prior to this meeting.

(Please turn off all pagers and phones, except emergency on-call personnel.)
1. CALL TO ORDER
2. ROLL CALL
3. CHAIR’S STATEMENT
4. HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICER’S REPORT
List of administrative Certificates of Appropriateness issued
Update on historic district expansion
5. PUBLIC COMMENTS
This time is for citizens to address the HRB on issues and items of concern not on this agenda.
There will be no action at this time.
6. APPROVAL OF MEETING MINUTES
April 9, 2019, HRB meeting minutes
May 14, 2019, HRB meeting minutes
7. CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS APPLICATIONS
INDIVIDUAL CONSIDERATION AGENDA
A. Application #19-56B –420 W Austin– Kevin Vinall- new construction of 2 two-story STR
units and fencing
B. Application #19-57 –418 W Austin– Kevin Vinall- deck and stair reconfiguration,
paint, non original window/door replacement, new construction of 5 two-story and 1 one-story
STR, parking, fencing
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C. Application #19-55 – 105 N Orange – James Schifflett- new 2 story commercial building
D. Application #19-66 – 223 W. Creek - Peggy Metzger- removal of stucco from tank house
E. Application #19-65- 511 W. Main – Jeff Brickner – re-rating from high to low

8.

DISCUSSION ITEMS

9.

ADJOURN

This is to certify that I, Anna Hudson, posted this Agenda at 4:00 p.m. on Friday, June 7, 2019, on the
entrance door and bulletin board at the City of Fredericksburg City Hall, 126 W. Main St., Fredericksburg,
Texas.

Anna Hudson
Historic Preservation Officer
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STATE OF TEXAS
COUNTY OF GILLESPIE
CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG

HISTORIC REVIEW BOARD
April 9, 2019
5:30 PM

On this 9th day of April 2019 the Historic Review Board convened in regular session at the Law
Enforcement Center, with the following members present to constitute a quorum:
PRESENT:

ERIC PARKER
LARRY JACKSON
BOBBY WATSON
RICHARD LAUGHLIN
MIKE PENICK
JERRY SAMPLE
DAVID BULLION

ABSENT:

SHARON JOSEPH
KAREN OESTREICH
JESSICA DAVIS (alternate)

ALSO PRESENT:

ANNA HUDSON – Historic Preservation Officer
BRIAN JORDAN – Director of Development Services
DANIEL JONES – City Attorney
SHELBY COLLIER – Development Coordinator

Larry Jackson called the meeting to order at 5:30 PM.
MINUTES
Jerry Sample moved to approve the minutes presented from the March 2019 meeting. Mike Penick
seconded the motion. All voted in favor and the motion carried.
STAFF ANNOUNCEMENTS
Anna Hudson, Historic Preservation Officer, wanted to provide an update on legislation such as owner
consent for landmark designation. The other bill would impact materials that are used, she believes an
exception has been listed for historic preservation but will follow up.
APPLICATIONS
CONSENT AGENDA
Application #19-09 – 204 E. Austin – Catey Perkins – demolition of low rated
structure
Application #19-10 – 206 E. Austin – Catey Perkins – demolition of low rated
structure
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The items under the consent agenda are deemed by the Commission to be routing in nature and will be
approved by one motion adopting the staff findings and recommendation as part of the approval. The
items on the consent agenda will not by discussed. Any member of the Commission or the public
desiring to discuss an item on the consent agenda may request that it be removed and placed on the
individual consideration agenda.
Jerry Sample questioned application for consent, ownership is listed as Lindsey group but
Fredericksburg Parking LLC is also listed. Mr. Welder stated ownership is llc but managed by
Lindsey group.
Eric Parker moved to approve the consent agenda as presented. Bobby Watson seconded the
motion. All voted in favor and the motion carried.
Application # 19-41 – 106 E. Schubert – Randy Stehling – window replacement.
Anna stated the applicant is requesting approval of work already completed: replace wood windows,
some of which appear to be original with aluminum clad wood windows with double pane, low-E glass
to match existing window size, configuration, and detailing.
Staff Recommendation:
Wood windows are a character defining feature and should repaired whenever feasible. When windows
are beyond repair they should be replaced with in kind material and design. The applicant is proposing
a wood window with exterior cladding. While this type of window has been approved as an adequate
replacement window, rehab should always be the preferred option and replacement only on a case-bycase basis when windows are beyond repair.
This recommendation is in keeping with the SOI Standards for Window Rehab (attached) and the City
of Fredericksburg Design Guidelines (attached).
The installed windows do appear to match the design, size, and configuration of the replaced windows.
However, the low-E glass causes the glass to reflect and is significant variation from clear glass. Staff
recommends, that at a minimum, the glass in the windows on the front façade be changed to clear glass.
Randy Stehling presented the application. He stated this project was approved for an addition
a while back and during the construction of the addition Mr. Chris Avery requested to replace
the windows of the main house.
Mr. Chris Avery apologized and stated he requested the work to be done without thinking that
a COA would be needed. The windows have now been replaced and are as you see in the photos.
Randy agreed that Anna’s Recommendation would be an agreeable compromise.
Bobby Watson asked if the glass in the windows was replaced, if it would be double pane or
single pane. Randy stated it would be double pane but should be clear.
David Bullion asked if they had considered painting the rails Randy stated they had not thought
about that but did not feel it would hold up on the metal cladding.
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Richard Laughlin asked Daniel Jones if the City Atorney had an opinion. Anna stated a COA
has not been issued so project is in violation.
Jerry Sample stated the pediments are not the same and the profile has now been changed. He
went on to say above the front porch no pediment is shown and this has also been a change. He
wanted to point these out in addition to the glass. Jerry stated this is one of 3 sister houses that
were all built from Cross Mountain rock and believes it should be as original as possible.
Eric asked what became of the original windows. Randy stated most of the windows were not
salvaged due to the poor condition so about half remain.
Eric made a motion to approve with glass on front changed to clear and pediments on upper
three windows on front be removed to match original. Mike Penick seconded.
Jerry Sample stated the pediments he was commenting on are listed in the photos of the
application he also commented on the size of the caps encasing the windows.
Eric amended his motion to include the molding on the windows to match the original. Randy
asked what moldings needed to match, he pointed out several were different.
Mike asked which windows had been replaced in the 70’s. Randy stated several windows were
not original. Anna commented that when the father did the renovation he took off the side wing
additions and believed those windows were changed.
Randy believes replacing the crown molding is a resonable request but he wanted to point out
that they did vary. Erick amended his motion to utilize the windows under the porch as a
reference.
Eric made a motion to approve with glass on front changed to clear and pediments on upper
three windows on front be removed to match original and molding on the windows to match
the original using the windows under the porch as a reference. Bobby Watson seconded the
motion. Jerry opposed. All others in favor and the motion carreid.

Application #19-42 – 309 W. Main – Pioneer Museum – roof replacement, structural bracing.
Richard recused himself and left the dias.
Anna stated the applicant is requesting to replace wood shingle roof with standing seam metal roof,
lowering grade around building by 18”, replace existing foundation of treated sawn timber and repair to
match existing appearance, remove 1950’s brick flue in the attic of the front house and repair resulting
opening in roof and install concealed stabilization strap on west side of front house as well as replace
window head and jamb on 2 windows in back house.
Staff Recommendation:
Staff recommends approval of items deemed necessary to mitigate further damage to the house. Staff
does not recommend replacement of the roof. The wood shingle roof is one of the character-defining
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features of the Kammlah house. The roof should be repaired and if in such condition that it is beyond
repair then it should be replaced with like-kind materials and design. This recommendation is in
keeping with Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation.
Photos of a metal roof in 1913 and 1936 have been submitted. If it is the intent of the Pioneer Museum
to interpret the Kammlah house to a certain time period and wholistic approach should be taken. The
house has been altered by the original Kammlah family and by the Pioneer Museum over the decades.
The current wood shingle roof has been on the house since the 1960’s and may have gained its own
significance as the style of roof that’s had the longest association with the house.
Case Comments:
The Kammlah House is a Recorded Texas Landmark and as such the Texas Historical Commission
authority to comment on exterior changes. All items have been approved by the THC except the roof
replacement.
Jeryl Hoover presented the application. He stated 1957 was the last “restoration” of the building and there
are several items needing to be addressed with the property. In 1955 when the historical society bought
the property they put cedar shingles on the building. The historical society would like to replace with
standing seam.
Eric asked if the house had a wood shingle roof originally. Jeryl stated yes.
Jerry asked when the rear house was built. Jeryl stated 1920 and it was metal roof.
Jerry stated it has had a metal roof on the front for 47 years but had wood shingles for 90 years. What is
the museums stance, what period are they trying to display the property as. Jeryl stated the “report” stated
not to take it to the “original” the intent was to prepare the building for a museum. The report was to take
it to the 1950s. the museum is looking at 1910 – 1919. Anna asked if the museum would also remove the
stucco, Jeryl stated yes that is the plan. The photo referenced was dated 1936.
Anna also commented that she reached out to Jeryl about a Master Plan. She encourages the board and
the Historical Society to visit about the Master Plan.
Larry asked if Jeryl would be in support of that. Jeryl stated yes, the pioneer museum is currently looking
at approving a master plan with a timetable and funding schedule.
Eric made a motion to table the application until after a meeting of the two groups.
Daniel commented that the application has a 60 day action time.
Jeryl commented the leaking roof is an urgent matter.
Jerry asked if Jeryl had an idea about roof type, there are lots of different versions is there a true product
in mind.
Mike stated the property has an RTHL marker and he asked if the state had approved the project. Anna
stated THC has not reviewed the roof.
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David asked procedurally, if this application can be denied and resubmit with a new application.
Daniel stated the Board has a few options they may deny as presented or they can table and come back
within 60 days.
Jerry asked when was the next board meeting April 15th.
Anna wanted to note there are 5 other items that may be approved aside from roof. Anna stated THC
approval could be required for the roof before the board takes option.
Eric withdrew motion.
Eric made motion to approved application except as followed, roof, require repair or replacement of
existing wood shingle or with THC approval. Jerry Sample seconded.
Jerry commented on lowering grade around building, Jerry wanted to preserve historic stone steps around
home. David asked which brick chimneys are being removed. Photo was shown.
Mike asked about stainless steel plates in the rear windows. Jeryl stated he did not know.
Eric made motion to approve application with exception to the roof. The roof requires repair or if
replacement of existing wood shingle is needed then come back with THC approval for change to metal
roof. Jerry Sample seconded. Mike Penick opposed the motion and all others voted in favor. The motion
carried.
Application #19-31– Properties within Historic Resource Survey Area (map attached) – City of
Fredericksburg– expansion of local historic district
Bobby Watson recused himself and stepped down from the dias.
Anna Hudson presented PowerPoint that explained the following:
Landmarks are protected as a property but greater protection is given to a district. Through the survey
process a few properties were identified as having potential state significance.
A survey is a snapshot in time. Through the survey process the consultants provided a new database so the
information may be updated as needed. The period that was represented is from 1890 to 1968. Significance
and integrity are required to have a historic property. She further explained the tiered evaluation of high,
medium and low ratings.
Anna went on to explain the Historic Review Board process and the board’s chance to make
recommendation to Planning and Zoning which will be forwarded to City Council.
Public Comment
Chris Daltrey – family owns property on East San Antonio Street
He does not support the expansion of the district. He believes it to be unamerican.
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Sarah Moldenhauer – 616 E. San Antonio
Integrity = property that has not been significantly altered. Sarah went on to comment that this house has
been altered and the rating that was given to this property is inaccurate.
Harold Coates – 407 N. Milan – Low
Asked if the property could be torn down. Anna stated if it is a low rated property then yes, in theory it
could be removed.
Catherine Cornell – 310 S. Crockett
Two renovations done since 1947 2 bedrooms added in 60’s. She stated in 1947 wood was rationed. The
property is rated low.
Mark Langerhans – 507 and 509 E. Creek.
The roofline on the house was changed. He asked if the medium designation would affect vacant property
behind the house.
504 N. Milam
Mother-in-law’s house this house has had a bedroom added on since it was built.
Bill Petmicky – 401 Augusta and 307 S. Washington
He is curious what happens when a property becomes historic. Anna stated no changes are required to
make it “more historic” it’s only when you desire to make changes that this process starts.
Stevie Lake – 410 N. Pine – rated low
What happens now, if this becomes the district. Anna stated if changes are wanting to be made she would
come see Anna. Anna explained procedure, HRB will make suggestion go to P & Z then go to City council.
Corey Pomykal – 221 and 223 W. Centre
Does not support the expansion. When he purchased the property it was not in the district and would not
have purchased if it had been in the district.
Julie Moldenhauer – 616 E. San Antonio – Medium
She referenced Atmos Building and disagreed that this is Historic – Anna stated this is a Mid-century
commercial building and is a good example of a historic property.
Mike Penick asked if the citizens present had attended HRB previously. He stated that the boards intent is
to preserve the district.
Anna stated the board has the map recommendation and the brief.
David made a motion to accept application 19-31 per staff recommendation. Eric Parker seconded the
motion. Mike Penick voted against, all others voted in favor. The motion carried.
DISCUSSION ITEMS
ADJOURN
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With nothing further to come before the Board, Eric Parker moved to adjourn. Richard Laughlin
seconded the motion All voted in favor and the meeting was adjourned at 7:02 p.m.
PASSED AND APPROVED this the 14th day of May 2019.

SHELBY COLLIER, COORDINATOR

SHARON JOSEPH, CHAIRMAN
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STATE OF TEXAS
COUNTY OF GILLESPIE
CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG

HISTORIC REVIEW BOARD
MAY 14, 2019
5:30 PM

On this 14th day of May 2019 the Historic Review Board convened in regular session at the Law
Enforcement Center, with the following members present to constitute a quorum:
PRESENT:

ERIC PARKER
LARRY JACKSON
JERRY SAMPLE
DAVID BULLION
KAREN OESTREICH
BRAD BERTRAND (alternate)
RICHARD LAUGHLIN (alternate)
SHARON JOSEPH
JESSICA DAVIS (alternate)

ABSENT:

MIKE PENICK

ALSO PRESENT:

ANNA HUDSON – Historic Preservation Officer
DANIEL JONES – City Attorney
SHELBY COLLIER – Development Coordinator

Sharon Joseph called the meeting to order at 5:30 PM.
MINUTES
April Minutes will need to be brought back for approval.
STAFF ANNOUNCEMENTS
Anna Hudson, Historic Preservation Officer, provided a list of administrative approvals she has issued
since the last meeting. She also provided an update regarding the P&Z meeting for the Historic District
Expansion. She encouraged the Board to attend the upcoming Council Meeting. Anna also reminded the
Board that May is National Preservation Month and reminded the Board if they are on social media to
utilize the “this place matters”
APPLICATIONS
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CONSENT AGENDA
Application #19-51 – 325 W. Main – Pioneer Museum– Addition of wood faux
water storage tank to existing structure.
Application #19-56 – 420 W. Austin – Kevin Vinall – Carport and masonry
wall demolition.
Application #19-54 – 115 E. Austin – Jim Carpenter– Partial demolition, new 2
story addition, new construction of 2 story B&B unit.
The items under the consent agenda are deemed by the Commission to be routing in nature and will be
approved by one motion adopting the staff findings and recommendation as part of the approval. The
items on the consent agenda will not by discussed. Any member of the Commission or the public
desiring to discuss an item on the consent agenda may request that it be removed and placed on the
individual consideration agenda.
Karen Oestreich moved to approve the consent agenda as presented. Eric Parker seconded the
motion. All voted in favor and the motion carried.
Application # 19-57 – 418 W. Austin – Kevin Vinall– Carport demolition, deck
reconfiguration, paint, non-original window/door replacement.
Anna stated the applicant is requesting“extra white” paint on exterior siding, fascia, windows, front door
and trim “Bohemian Black”, replace front stepping stones with concrete walkway, remove carport and
storage building, install 6’ privacy fence around deck, reconfigure deck and exterior stair and replace
windows on addition with French doors
Staff Recommendation:
The pressed metal has been painted many times since installed in the early 1900’s and the rock
walkway is present in the RTHL nomination photo. However, the property’s use as a STR makes the
uneven surface a liability. Staff recommends approval of the change in material.
The carport and storage building do not appear to be of historic age and do not add to the integrity of
the property. Staff recommends approval of demolition.
The deck was added in 1984. Staff recommends the reconfiguration and addition of privacy fence.
The house had an exterior stair or access to the sleeping quarters when it was used as a Sunday house
by the Vogels. The existing stair was added in 2003. The current design is not the traditional simple
stair commonly found on Sunday houses. Staff recommends the new design be more in keeping with
simple stair with code required pickets, but not enclosed like the current stair and landing.
Staff has not been able to definitively date the addition in question, but it was present when the RTHL
nomination was written in 1978. It is likely a very early addition to the house. It has the same pressed
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metal as the main house. Staff recommends the windows remain intact and the door in the newer wood
siding addition be enlarged instead.
Kevin Vinall presented the application. He stated both properties have been purchased with the intent to
rent as Short Term Rentals. They would like to gain more access to the deck and the request is an
attempt to facilitate the flow of the ideal Short Term Rental with the addition of a fence for privacy.
Sharon asked Anna to clarify her recommendation. Anna provided a picture of the deck and exterior
door and commented on her desire to have the exterior door enlarged as opposed to creating a new
door.
David Bullion asked if there is pressed tin on the western side of the building. Anna stated no.
Jerry Sample asked what the vent was in the photo. Kevin stated he believe it was for a window unit.
Richard asked if there would rebuild the stairway. Kevin said they would narrow the steps but no other
work would be done to the stairway.
Brad asked if the exterior walls on the stairways would be redone. Kevin stated no.
Anna stated no drawing was submitted depicting the stairway so it is difficult to provide a
recommendation but she would recommend the stairway be replaced with her listed recommendation.
Robert Zamora, the owner, spoke regarding his intent for the property.
Sharon asked how Robert Zamora felt regarding the recommendation of changing the stairway. He
stated it was not an issue as long as they could build the fence.
David asked if the applicant would be willing to change the design of the stairway and the stairs to the
landing. Kevin stated he did not feel that was an issue.
Jerry stated on the drawing it depicts 40” wide. He encouraged the applicant to keep the Building Code
in mind while constructing this.
Brad Bertrand commented on the lack of detailed drawings. Jerry Sample commented on the lack of
listed materials such as windows.
Richard asked if Anna provided a Recommendation on the Black and White color scheme. Anna stated
in reading the RTHL nomination the house has been painted many colors and provided no
Recommendation.
Richard motion to approve items number 2 & 3 of Application #19-57 and have applicant return with
more information. Eric seconded. All voted in favor and the motion carried.
Kevin request permission to resurface the deck as well.
Jerry Sample commented on the request of resurfacing the deck. He stated if the stairway is moved or
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changed the deck would need to be redone again.
Robert Zamora asked the Board for approval of the two doors to the deck. Sharon stated that was not
included in the motion so they will not be approved at this time. Kevin asked what about the doors was
displeasing. Richard stated it was an issue of a lack of understanding of the overall project not to
mention he does not want to change a 150 year old building to meet the STR trend.
Application #19-58 – 705 N. Elk – City of Fredericksburg – Recommendation of landmark
designation.
Richard Laughlin recused himself and left the table.
Anna stated The iconic house at 705 N. Elk was built for Reuben Eckhardt in 1964-1965. It was
designed by San Antonio architect Ed Nicholson, AIA who also designed the Community Savings and
Loan in 1962 at 300 W Main Street. Mr. Eckhardt was VP of the Savings and Loan at the time Mr.
Nicholson was hired and likely employed him to design his personal residence after the experience of
working with him at the Savings and Loan. The house embodies many of quintessential design feature
of mid-century modern homes and retains a high level of integrity. The way it is oriented on the lot
around mature live oak trees, the way it interacts with the landscape, the use of modern materials and
angles all create a landmark house that is well known throughout the community.
Reuben Hugo Eckhardt (1916-1990) was born and raised in Fredericksburg. He went to college at
Southwest Texas University in San Marcos, earning a BA in math and business administration. He
taught for three years at Willow City. He joined Community Savings in 1939 before joining the Air
Force where he served as a B-17 pilot in the European Theatre, earning the rank of major. His plane
was shot down by German fighter planes while flying over Pas-DeCalaise, France. He was listed as
MIA in December of 1943. He made his way to England in March of 1944. He was then assigned to
Roswell NM as an instructor on B-17’s and B-29s. He was discharged in 1946 from San Antonio. He
rejoined Community Savings in 1953. He and his wife Irene Bergmann had four children. Mr. Eckhardt
was a prominent member of Fredericksburg as a businessman and member of different boards and
associations. He served as a councilman and treasurer at Bethany Lutheran Church, he was a member of
the Jaycees, Historical Society, and supervised Community Chest drives. He also sat on the Board of
Directors for Hill County Memorial Hospital, was a member of the Chamber of Commerce and first
vice president of the State Hermann Sons Bowling Association.
Hubert Edwin (Ed) Nicholson, AIA (1924-2009) was an architect and engineer based out of San
Antonio, Tx. He practiced architecture for over 50 years designing everything from private residences
to shopping centers, to track homes to warehouses. He was best known for his church designs. He
obtained his professional architecture license in 1951 after getting a bachelors in architectural
engineering and degree in architecture from the University of Texas at Austin.
Mid Century Modern architecture refers to the time period between the 1930s and 1960s. It was a
movement away from traditional and classical styles. The contemporary styles focused on function and
downplayed ornamentation. There are three dominant characteristics of mid-century modern homes: a
clean, minimalist aesthetic, an emphasis on bringing the outdoors in, and angular structures.
The residence at 705 N Elk exhibits all three of these characteristics. The brick work is a combination
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of three colors reminiscent of pink granite. The long thin brick is not a common size and measures
approximately 2 5/16” x 15 5/8” is laid in a ¼ off set running bond. The house has little ornamentation
but lots of angles. It was designed around 2 large live oak trees with large expanse of glass, bringing the
outside in. The lot is on the edge of the city limits and tucked away from the rest of the neighborhood.
It is not oriented in a traditional lot development. The front door is diminutive with a simple concrete
stoop. The awning windows allowed for cross ventilation as the house was not designed with central
air. The house is rare for Fredericksburg in that it has a basement garage with living quarters above.
Based on A Field Guide to American Houses by Virginia and Lee McAlester this house would be
categorized as Contemporary with gabled roof. One of the most notable features is the “pointed” front
gable supported by a pier. The house boasts extra wide 42” overhanging eaves . The aluminum awning
windows with horizontal muntins re-enforce the horizontal focus with the extra-long brick. The
basement garage also makes this house a split level in that one goes up a a half a flight of stairs to go to
the bedrooms from the kitchen or down half a flight of stairs to go to the garage.
The house has significance and retains an incredibly high level of integrity and has virtually been
unchanged. Staff recommends the property be given a survey rating of “high”. The current owners are
only the second family to own the house.
Justin and Celine Ord spoke regarding the nomination. They moved to Fredericksburg in December 2017.
They have owned 2 mid-century homes and remodeled both and they have won awards for national
attention. They worked with an architect and attempted to save the property but found it is not financially
feasible to remodel this property and with that they went with the second option to demolish the home.
Once they visited with the City they were notified of this process. He went on to say they have invested
in this property emotionally and financially. Mrs. Ord spoke that she disagrees with the landmark
designation.
Sharon commented that she understands their emotion but it is the boards job to protect these buildings
and the district and they can’t afford to let treasures like this go.
Mr. Ord stated that prior to building of this home, they demolished a historic home to build this one.
Karen stated that is why this process is all the more important. She was on the Board when it was first
created and saw a lot of homes lost. Karen went on to clarify that the Boards interest is not in preserving
tourism but in preserving the uniqueness of Fredericksburg. She expressed her sympathy in their
experience with this home, but The Board has a job to do as well.
Brad asked for the definition of a “medium” rated property and the difference between high and medium
which Anna provided.
Sharon stated the Board making it a landmark would not preclude them from approving the desired
changes. Anna commented that is correct however this landmark designation will go to City Council for
consideration.
Mrs. Ord commented that she can’t help but feel they are being punished and commented that this is an
instance where it is better to ask for forgiveness than approval. Mr. Ord commented that he visited with
Eric Mustard who told him this is a Prairie Style home and not landmark worthy.
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Brad asked what type of protection available if it is not designated. Anna commented there is no
protection and this was triggered by a demolition permit and there is 120 day stay due to the application.
Mr. Ord asked if they could withdraw the Demolition Permit and leave it as is as they no longer intend
to demo the property. Anna commented this property is known and even if the demolition permit is
withdrawn, professionally, she still believes it meets landmark designation.
Mrs. Ord asked if in the future, City staff would inform buyers of this process. Anna commented that the
ordinance allowing her to review demolition was enacted in 2017 and so it is a fairly new process. Mrs.
Ord stated when you purchase a home the realtors should disclose information like this.
David asked what the approval rating was for the Certificate of Appropriateness Applications. Anna
stated 95 %. David went on to say that this process is not something to fear, it is just a process and
involves a dialog.
Sharon stated if the property is landmarked, she would encourage them to see the process through.
Larry Jackson asked with landmark status if they will have the ability to make changes. Anna stated yes.
David made motion to approve Application #19-58 as presented. Jessica Davis seconded. All voted in
favor and the motion carried.
DISCUSSION ITEM
Potential design changes to 705 N. Elk
Anna explained this is feedback as the Board may not take action on this.
Brand encouraged them to have a list a materials if they return with an application.
Brad commented on preserving the Horizontal divided lights.
ACTION ITEM
Application #19-55 – 105 N. Orange – James Shifflett – New 2 story commercial building.
Anna stated the applicant is requesting approval for a new 2-story commercial building made to look like
2 distinct commercial buildings using red brick, white stone, and smart siding.
Staff Recommendation:
The massing and scale of the proposed new construction are appropriate for the empty lot in the Central
Business District. However, the proposed design is not in keeping with design guidelines #4, designing
new buildings with inaccurate interpretations of original styles, thus distorting the perception of
genuine historic buildings. The building should be designed to look of its time and place. Traditional
building materials such as brick and stone are appropriate, but the proposed design incorporates a wide
variety of design features from different time periods. Staff recommends a simplified approach.
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James Shifflett presented the application he stated Jim Penick is wanting to get the most he can out of the
lot. They are only proposing to build the structure or shell, the interior finish out will come as the properties
are rented. He commented on the water tower and their desire to make it look old and similar to a
functioning water tower. The owner plans to rent the water tower as a B&B.
Sharon commented that in the Historic District they want to save old buildings not build new buildings to
look old. She would like to structure to look new but blend in.
Brad asked what stage this project is in per City Development process. James stated they have already met
with the City. Brad commented on a lack of detail for materials and attention to detail.
Sharon commented that there is a lack of detail and the application needs to be reworked. David said with
the complexity of the design there should be a 3D elevation. Karen went on to say this style is too busy.
Brad commented it is important to show the size and dimensions appropriately several are incorrect. He
encouraged that a simple design is better.
The Board discussed taking no action on this application as changes need to be made. Daniel Jones, City
Attorney, stated action needs to be made.
Jerry Sample moved to continue Application # 19-55 to next meeting. Karen Seconded. All voted in favor
and the motion carried.
DISCUSSION ITEMS
Jessica Davis would like to avoid cases like Elk Street she suggested that the Board email properties they
believe would qualify for Landmark designation to Anna for discussion.
David Bullion asked if action was taken regarding the County and potential issues at the square. Daniel
stated no conversations have taken place. David would like City Staff to be more proactive.
Richard Laughlin asked about a report on Travis Street. It’s on the corner of Pine and Travis. Anna did
not have an update, she has spoken with owner but has not received an application.

ADJOURN
With nothing further to come before the Board, Karen Oestreich moved to adjourn. Eric Parker
seconded the motion All voted in favor and the meeting was adjourned at 7:15 p.m.
PASSED AND APPROVED this the 11th day of JUNE 2019.

SHELBY COLLIER, COORDINATOR

SHARON JOSEPH, CHAIRMAN
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Fredericksburg Historic Review Board
Application Information
Application Number:

19-57B

Date:

June 11, 2019

Address:

420 W Austin

Zoning:

C1

Owner:

Z Towers REIP

Applicant:

Kevin Vinall

Rating:

High

Proposal:

construct 4 new two-story STR units

Request:
The applicant is requesting approval of Conceptual Approval:
1. construct 3 new STR units between the Ellebracht-Sagebiel House at 420 and Vogel
Sunday house at 418 W Austin.
2. construct 1 two-story STR at the rear of the property next to existing tank house.
3. new metal panel fencing
Staff recommendation:
1. The 3-unit structure competes with the 2 historic houses in both size and design. The
design should be more contemporary and not try to mimic historic architectural styles.
The mass and placement overwhelm to two Sunday houses.
2. The stand alone STR at the rear of the property is acceptable in size and massing. The
architectural style should be more contemporary and not try to mimic historic
architectural styles.
3. Metal panel fencing is not appropriate for the historic district. A more tradtional
material such as cedar is appropriate.

420 W AusƟn Phase II—new construcƟon and site work

New ConstrucƟon and Site Work

Tank house to remain

Fredericksburg Historic Review Board
Application Information
Application Number:

19-56

Date:

June 11, 2019

Address:

418 W Austin

Zoning:

C1

Owner:

Z Towers REIP

Applicant:

Kevin Vinall

Rating:

High (RTHL)

Proposal:

demolish carport/storage building, repaint house,
reconfigure existing deck and stairs, install concrete
walkway
Phase II : New construction of 5 new two-story
STRs, 1 new one story STR fencing

Request:
The applicant is requesting approval to:
PHASE I
1. Paint exterior siding, fascia, windows, front door and trim
2. replace front stepping stones with concrete walkway
3. remove carport and storage building
4. install 6’ privacy fence around deck
5. reconfigure deck and exterior stair
6. replace windows on addition with French doors
The applicant is requesting Conceptual approval of:
PHASE II
7. 5 new 2-story faux fachwerk STRs and 1 one-story faux fachwerk STR

Relevant Secretary of Interior’s Standards:
9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy
historic materials that characterize the property. The new work shall be differentiated

from the old and shall be compatible with the massing, size, scale, and architectural
features to protect the historic integrity of the property and its environment.
10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken in such a
manner that if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic
property and its environment would be unimpaired.
Staff recommendation:
1. The pressed metal has been painted many times since installed in the early 1900’s.
2. The rock walkway is present in the RTHL nomination photo. However, the property’s
use as a STR makes the uneven surface a liability. Staff recommends approval of the
change in material.
3. The carport and storage building do not appear to be of historic age and do not add to
the integrity of the property. Staff recommends approval of demolition.
4. The deck was added in 1984. Staff recommends the reconfiguration and addition of
privacy fence.
5. The house had an exterior stair or access to the sleeping quarters when it was used as a
Sunday house by the Vogels. The existing stair was added in 2003. The current design is
not the traditonal simple stair commonly found on Sunday houses. The proposed design
is a common design for Sunday houses that meets current code. Staff recommends
approval submitted.
6. Staff has not been able to definitively date the addition in question, but it was present
when the RTHL nomination was written in 1978. It is likely a very early addition to the
house. It has the same pressed metal as the main house. Staff recommends the windows
remain intact and the door in the newer wood siding addition be enlarged instead.
7. The proposed new construction is at the rear of the property, however will be visible
given the height and density. Staff recommends the design be changed to not mimic
historic architectural styles of Germany and be more reflective of the Hill Country. The
main house is two-story, but the density proprosed dramatically changes the site and
neighborhood development pattern. More information is needed on potential impact on
neighboring properties. The proposed metal pancel fencing is not appropriate for the site
and should be a more tradional material such as cedar.

Window to become door

Carport and outbuilding to be
demolished

Rock walkway to be concrete
walkway

RTHL nomination photo of east
side

RTHL nomination front an rear elevations

418 Phase I—changes to historic Vogel House

New Stair ConfiguraƟon to align with front porch

New side deck ConfiguraƟon with French door to
replace exisƟng window on early addiƟon

418 Phase II—new construcƟon and site work

Fredericksburg Historic Review Board
Application Information
Application Number:

19-55

Date:

June 11, 2019

Address:

105 N Orange

Zoning:

CBD

Owner:

Jim Penick

Applicant:

James Schifflett

Rating:

empty lot

Proposal:

construct new 2-story commercial building on
empty lot

Request:
The applicant is requesting approval:
1. new 2-story commercial building made to look like 2 distinct commercial buildings
using red brick, white stone, and smart siding.
Relevant Secretary of Interior’s Standards:
9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy
historic materials that characterize the property. The new work shall be differentiated
from the old and shall be compatible with the massing, size, scale, and architectural
features to protect the historic integrity of the property and its environment.
10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken in such a
manner that if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic
property and its environment would be unimpaired.
Fredericksburg Design Guidelines:
1. Designing new construction within the same scale, size, and massing of its
surroundings.
2. Using materials, colors, and finishes compatible to the surrounding historic structures.
3. Maintaining the same roof lines, setbacks, and street and porch orientations as its
neighbors.
4. Minimizing the visual and physical impact of parking.
Not Recommended
1. Removing historic site features or buildings that are important elements to the historic
area.

2. Designing a building as a style, scale, or proportions that never occurred in the area.
3. Designing the building with materials, colors, and finishes not compatible with its
neighborhood.
4. Designing new buildings with inaccurate interpretations of original styles, thus
distorting the perception of genuine historic buildings.
Staff Recommendation:
The massing and scale of the proposed new construction are appropriate for the empty lot
in the Central Business District. However, the proposed design is not in keeping with
design guidelines #4, desining new buildings with inaccurate interpretations of original
styles, thus distoring the perception of genuine historic buildings. The building should be
designed to look of its time and place. Tradtional building materials such as brick and
stone are appropriate, but the proposed design incoproates a wide variety of design
features from different time periods. Staff recommends a simplified approach.
Case Comments:
This request was first heard at the May 14th HRB meeting and was placed on the June
HRB agenda with direction to follow staff’s recommendation and provide more detail
before approval could be given. The applicant has requested an extension of another
month to work on drawings with the owner. The Historic Preservation Ordinance Section
23-61 (f) allows for the Board and the applicant to mutually agree to extend the period of
review.

Fredericksburg Historic Review Board
Application Information
Application Number:

19-66

Date:

June 11, 2019

Address:

223 W Creek

Zoning:

CBD

Owner:

Peggy Metzger

Applicant:

Peggy Metzger

Rating:

High

Proposal:

remove stucco from stone tank house

Request:
The applicant is requesting approval:
1. remove stucco from tank house
Relevant Secretary of Interior’s Standards:
5. Distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of
craftsmanship that characterize a historic property shall be preserved.
6. Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity
of deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature shall
match the old in design, color, texture, and other visual qualities and, where possible,
materials. Replacement of missing features shall be substantiated by documentary,
physical, or pictorial evidence.
Fredericksburg Design Guidelines:
Masonry Treatments
Recommended:
1. Using materials, colors, and finishes compatible to the surrounding historic structures.
2. Repairing stucco with a mixture duplicate to the original in appearance and texture.
3. Repointing only those mortar joints where there is evidence of moisture problems, or
when sufficient mortar is missing to allow water to stand in the mortar joint.
4. Duplicating old mortar in composition, strength, color and texture.
5. Duplicating old mortar joints in size, method, of application and profile.
Not Recommended
1. Removing essential masonry architectural features, thus diminishing the building or
structures overall historical integrity and/or character.

2. Repointing mortar joings to that do not need to be.
3. Repointing with mortar of high Portland cement content, creating a stronger bond than
the actual building material thus acting as a catlyst for deteroriating, or repointing with a
synthetic caulking agent.
Staff Recommendation:
Staff does not recommend the removal of stucco. According to the National Park
Service, “Historic stucco is also sometimes incorrectly viewed as a sacrificial coating,
and consequently removed to reveal stone, brick or logs that historically were never
intended to be exposed.” Staff recommends approval of the repointing of the masonry if
it is found to be in need of repointing, but the stucco should be replaced as it is intended
to protect the masonry structure and is not just for aethetics. Staff has shared Tehcnical
Preservation Briefs on repointing masonry and stucco repair with the owner/applicant.

Fredericksburg Historic Review Board
Application Information
Application Number:

19-65

Date:

June 11, 2019

Address:

223 W Creek

Zoning:

CBD

Owner:

511 Almost Home Inn LLC

Applicant:

Jeff Brickner

Rating:

High

Proposal:

Re-rate from High to Low

Request:
The applicant is requesting approval:
1. have the structure re-rated from High to Low because of changes made to the property
before the current owners purchased it.
Fredericksburg Historic Preservation Ordinance:
Preservation priority rating. Three-tier rating system used in the 2002 Fredericksburg
Historic Resource Survey to evaluate all Resources (including components of properties)
within, and adjoining to, the City's historic district. Ratings are based upon current
determinations of architectural value and integrity and, if known, historical and cultural
value, and may be altered from time to time as additional information is discovered or
circumstances change. No rating shall be considered vested and the same may be
established or changed at any time in accordance with subsections 23-58(d) and 23-58 (e)
below. Additionally, structures or properties may have more than one rating (e.g., the
main structure may be high but an addition or Appurtenance may be medium or low):
(1)High rating. The most significant Resources identified in the 2002 Fredericksburg
Historic Resource Survey. These properties are considered to be outstanding, unique, or
good examples of architecture, engineering, or design. Some are unique to the
Fredericksburg area and are indicative of German-Texan vernacular forms and/or
building techniques. Others are noteworthy examples of 19th and early 20th century
architectural types, styles, and forms, erected using local building materials and
construction technologies. Properties designated with a high rating are to be the most
protected from alteration and demolition.
(2)Medium rating. Resources that may or may not be identified as architecturally
significant on an individual basis, but are nonetheless valuable resources that add to the
historic district's overall character, and may be so ranked due to their or its proximity or
contribution to the cultural, historic, architectural, or archeological character of the

historic district or surrounding properties. These properties may have been moderately
altered or are typical examples of a common architectural style or form, but generally
retain their historic integrity to a good or moderate degree. Properties designated with a
medium rating shall be protected from demolition and where possible will be required or
encouraged to maintain or improve architectural features.
(3) Low rating. Resources that minimally enhance the district's ability to convey a sense
of time and place. These properties may be typical examples of more recent, common
local building forms, architectural styles, or plan types; be examples of distinctive
building forms, architectural styles, or plan types that have been significantly altered;
lack the necessary age to meet the usual 50 year threshold for possible National Register
of Historic Places listing and do not appear to meet the National Register of Historic
Places standard for exceptional significance for properties less than 50 years of age, but
which nevertheless may have relative value within the historic district, meriting
preservation. Properties or improvements with a low rating may be considered for
relocation or demolition upon a determination by the Historic Review Board that the
same can be accomplished with little or no consequence to the historical, cultural,
architectural, or archeological character of the district or property.
Staff Recommendation:
In the 2005 survey the property was given a high rating. The applicant and current owner
purchased the property in 2013. The wood stairs with lattice were added in 1996.
They completed unapproved work in 2018 that negatively impacted the integrity of the
structure. Staff does not recommend approval of a re-rating to low. Unapproved work
that diminishes the integrity should not be a reason to re-rate. Photos are attached from
1989, 1999, 2005, 2010, 2018, and 2019 along with Google Street View over several
years showing the changes to the property. In 2006 a former owner asked for approval of
paint change, alterations to rear deck and 3 new cabins on the rear of the property (they
were never built).

2005 Historic Resource Survey Photo

2008 Google
Street View

2010 Real Estate Photo
2011 Google Street View

2013 Google Street View

2017 photos

January 2018

April 2019

April 2019

City of Fredericksburg, Texas | Previous Historic Resources Survey Data
Compiled by Cox|McLain Environmental Consulting, Inc. 2018

2002 SURVEY DATA
Property Information
2002 ID
Parcel Number
Year Built
Area

225

Address

28171

GCAD Valuation (as of 2017; where available)

1910

Year Altered

Historic District

511 W. Main

Historic District

$356,220

Yes

Recommendation
Priority
Assessment

High
An outstanding, unique, or good representative example of architecture with only minor
alterations or no alterations.

2002 Photo

Photo Information & Notes
Image Name
Notes

0225_1.JPG

Photo References

0225_*.jpg

2002 SURVEY DATA (continued)
Property Description
Function

Commerce/Trade

Style

vernacular

Plan

wing-and-gable/L-plan

Exterior Walls
Porches
Outbuildings
Alterations

wood siding
flat

No of Stories
Construction
Foundation
Roof
Windows

not provided

Doors

wood-frame
pier and beam
gable
double-hung wood sash
single-leaf door

addition

1983 SURVEY DATA
1983 Survey Site No
1983 Photo References

502

1983 Survey Ranking

1.5

3

6/6/2019

Gillespie CAD - Property Details

Gillespie CAD
Property Search > 28171 511 ALMOST HOME INN LLC for Year
2019

Tax Year: 2019

Property
Account
Property ID:
Geographic ID:
Type:
Property Use Code:
Property Use Descrip on:

28171
S0010-0150-026200
Real
B&B
BED & BREAKFAST

Legal Descrip on: FBG ADDN BLK 15 LOT 262-PT
Zoning:
Agent Code:

511 W MAIN ST
TX
CITY CENTRAL WEST
FCCW

Mapsco:
Map ID:

6

511 ALMOST HOME INN LLC
% MIRAMAR SERVICES INC
250 GRANDVIEW DR STE 400
FT MITCHELL, KY 41017

Owner ID:
% Ownership:

221148
100.0000000000%

Loca on
Address:
Neighborhood:
Neighborhood CD:

Owner
Name:
Mailing Address:

Exemp ons:

Values
(+) Improvement Homesite Value:
(+) Improvement Non-Homesite Value:
(+) Land Homesite Value:
(+) Land Non-Homesite Value:
(+) Agricultural Market Valua on:
(+) Timber Market Valua on:

+
+
+
+
+
+

(=) Market Value:
(–) Ag or Timber Use Value Reduc on:

=
–

(=) Appraised Value:
(–) HS Cap:

=
–

(=) Assessed Value:

=

$0
$291,900
$0
$136,130 Ag / Timber Use Value
$0
$0
$0
$0
-------------------------$428,030
$0
-------------------------$428,030
$0
-------------------------$428,030

Taxing Jurisdic on
Owner:
511 ALMOST HOME INN LLC
% Ownership: 100.0000000000%
Total Value:
$428,030
En ty Descrip on
CAD
CFB

Tax Rate

Appraised Value

GILLESPIE CENTRAL APPRAISAL DISTRICT 0.000000
CITY OF FREDBG
0.225600

$428,030
$428,030

https://propaccess.trueautomation.com/clientDB/Property.aspx?prop_id=28171&year=2019

Taxable Value Es mated Tax
$428,030
$428,030

$0.00
$965.63
1/5

6/6/2019

Gillespie CAD - Property Details

G086
HUW

GILLESPIE COUNTY
HILL CNTRY UWCD

0.408100
0.006700

$428,030
$428,030

$428,030
$428,030

$1,746.79
$28.68

SFB

FREDBG ISD

1.146200

$428,030

$428,030

$4,906.08

WCD

GILLESPIE WCID
Total Tax Rate:

0.000200
1.786800

$428,030

$428,030

$0.86

Taxes w/Current Exemp ons:

$7,648.04

Taxes w/o Exemp ons:

$7,648.04

Improvement / Building
Improvement SHORT TERM RENTAL (B&B's) State
#1:
Code:
Type
MA
MA3
OP
WD

Class
CD
MAIN AREA
CT4P
MAIN AREA HALF STORY *
OPEN PORCH
*
WOOD DECK
*
Descrip on

F1 Living
Area:

Exterior
Wall
WS

Year
Built
1910
0
0

1975.0 sq

Value: $291,900

SQFT
1424.0
551.0
144.0
234.0

Land
# Type Descrip on
1

C

Acres

Sq

Eﬀ Front Eﬀ Depth Market Value Prod. Value

COMMERCIAL 0.2500 10890.00 53.78

200.16

$136,130

$0

Roll Value History
Year Improvements Land Market

Ag Valua on Appraised HS Cap Assessed

2019

$291,900

$136,130

0

428,030

$0

$428,030

2018

$214,060

$136,130

0

350,190

$0

$350,190

2017

$220,090

$136,130

0

356,220

$0

$356,220

2016

$175,540

$108,900

0

284,440

$0

$284,440

2015
2014

$167,920
$161,880

$108,900
$108,900

0
0

276,820
270,780

$0
$0

$276,820
$270,780

2013

$161,880

$100,000

0

261,880

$0

$261,880

2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005

$161,880
$161,880
$161,880
$182,800
$182,800
$166,960
$140,460
$131,510

$100,000
$100,000
$100,000
$100,000
$100,000
$75,000
$75,000
$75,000

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

261,880
261,880
261,880
282,800
282,800
241,960
215,460
206,510

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$261,880
$261,880
$261,880
$282,800
$282,800
$241,960
$215,460
$206,510

Deed History - (Last 3 Deed Transac ons)
# Deed
Date
1

2

3

Type

12/16/2014 SWD

Descrip on

Grantor

SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED

KLENZING,
MARGARET
ELLEN SCRIPPS
11/12/2013 WD
WARRANTY DEED
SIMECEK,
CHAD &
GERMER, GARY
10/17/2005 WDVL WARRANTY DEED VENDORS LIEN CLAYPOLE,
STEVEN BRIAN

https://propaccess.trueautomation.com/clientDB/Property.aspx?prop_id=28171&year=2019

Grantee

Volume

511 ALMOST
HOME INN LLC

20150110

KLENZING,
MARGARET
ELLEN SCRIPPS
SIMECEK,
CHAD &

20135210

623

Page Deed
Number

637

0
2/5

19-65
6-11-2019
x

Fredericksburg Historic Review Board
Certificate of Appropriateness

Application Number:

17-38

Date:

February 13, 2018

Address:

511 W Main

Zoning:

CBD

Owner:

Jeff Brickner

Applicant:

Jeff Brickner

Rating:

High

Proposed Modifications:

Replace doors, replace windows, repaint

Request:
The applicant is requesting a Certificate of Appropriateness for approval to:
1.

Replace original double-hung divided lite wood windows with double hung single
lite vinyl windows and replace exterior window trim with Smart Siding

2.

Replace wood 6 panel doors with simulated 6 panel metal doors

3.

Paint building a grey color

Relevant Secretary of Interior’s Standards and Fredericksburg Design Guidelines:
SOI 2 - The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The removal
of historic materials or alteration of features and spaces that characterize a property shall
be avoided. SOI 6 - Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than replaced.
Where the severity of deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new
feature shall match the old in design, color, texture, and other visual qualities and, where
possible, materials. Replacement of missing features shall be substantiated by
documentary, physical, or pictorial evidence.
FGB Design Guidelines – Doors and Windows - Doors and windows aid in drawing
people to the structure and are the first contact a person has with a shop or building. As
such, it is recommended to properly maintain and, if the original door is still intact,
preserve the original door1. Using a door that is unobtrusive to the visual appearance of
the building 2. Retaining, preserving, and maintaining the original door and hardware.
Not recommended: 1. Replacing a door that is in repairable condition. 3. Altering the size
and scale, in respect of the building as a whole.
FGB Design Guidelines –Windows – Windows are an important element to a building for
many reasons, including aesthetics and functional purposes. As such, it is vital to
preserve, repair, and maintain windows are there initially intended. Recommended: 1.

Retaining and repairing existing window openings; including: window sashes, glass,
lintels, sills, architraves, shutters, pediments, hoods, and all other hardware that
contributes to the overall character of the building. 2. Applying preventative measures
against deterioration, such as cleaning, painting and removing rust. 3. Using maintenance
techniques to improve thermal performance of the windows, such as re-caulking, and/or
replacing or installing weather-stripping.4. Repairing windows and features instead of
replacing them. 5. Repairing damaged window features, or entire elements with new
materials that are compatible to the old in size, scale, color, and proportion. Not
Recommended: 1. Replacing old windows and features with new material that is not
physically or chemically compatible with the old and that changes the visual appearance
of the building. 2. Removing original windows that are repairable condition, or when
limited replacement is sufficient.
Staff Recommendation/Findings:
1. Staff does not recommend approval of the proposed replacement windows. Wood
windows are a character defining feature and should be repaired whenever
possible. Select replacement with in-kind materials is preferable to wholesale
replacement.
2. Staff does not recommend approval of the door replacement. Wood doors are a
character defining feature and a feature that occupants come into contact with.
The integrity of the building has been compromised with the replacement of
original fenestration. If the doors are damaged beyond repair they should be
replaced with in-kind materials and design.
3. Staff has not been presented with a color palette at the time of packet production.
The final color selection should be in keeping with the time period of
construction.
These recommendations are in keeping with SOI Standards 2 and 6 and with FBG
Design Guidelines.
Case Comments:
An administrative Certificate of Appropriateness was issued in May to repair siding,
replace the upstairs (non original) door and re-paint off white with dark green trim. In
January an on-site inspection was conducted and it was determined that the owner had
gone beyond the scope of the approved C of A. The current request is for work that has
already been done. The owner was advised not to destroy the original windows that were
still on-site at the time of inspection.
Board Action:
Require wood windows and doors to be repaired and if not possible to be replaced with
wood windows and doors.
Anna Hudson
Historic Preservation Officer

